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A CONFLICT DECLARED 
Challenges, perspectives and solutionsChallenges, perspectives and solutions
The relationship betweene men and other animals indeniably
requires the redefinition of past  (traditions),  present (economy) 
and future (politics) values. 
In this particular landscape, the clash brought with those chal-
lenges is looming.
What are those perspectives and views? What are the solutions?
What are the approaches?What are the approaches?

Saturday 23rd November 9:30 am
Salle du Sénéchal
17, rue du Remusat
TOULOUSE

“When the wind of change blow, 
some build walls 

and others build windmills”.



A CONFLICT DECLARED 
The ethical, environmental and public health issues that stem from animal exploitation get 
increasingly present in political agenda, not only due to their social implications but also 
economical ones. Everywhere and all throughout the world, the most clear-sighted farming, 
artisanal, then industrial activities, are growing by taking a step further on the market of the 
last ethical econonomy. At the same time, legislative measures are adopted by many governments 
in favor of animal rights, bravingly opposing the individual,private interrests of some othersin favor of animal rights, bravingly opposing the individual,private interrests of some others.
On the other side of this setting, the French country, hostage of some private interrests without 
any possible future, stubbornly keeps on pursuing and supporting the system of animal exploitation. 
Doing it in the worst way ever. Showing and presenting a violent repression, without any refrain, 
against civic movement that is strongly opposing it.
Be they farmers, consumers, activists, politicians...everyone is irrevocably concerned by those 
issues. The recent news inform us that without any movement for change, the clash of those 
challenges gets near: the conflict is declared.challenges gets near: the conflict is declared. 
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